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Orono, Maine, April 16, 1959

Quorum Law
Is Changed
By Senators

Cuccaro Schedules Meeting
For Next Wednesday Night
Discussion of the dual graduation will take top priority at
Wednesday night's senior class meeting. The University announced
last week that dual graduation ceremonies will be held, with the
colleges of Arts and Sciences and Agriculture graduating in the
morning and the colleges of Technology and Education in the afternoon. Earlier this week a petition signed by 80 seniors reques
that the executive committee hold a class-wide vote on the issue.ted

After having failed to muster a quorum at two successive regularly scheduled meetings under the old two-thirds
system, it became evident that a smaller quorum was necessary for the
Senate to function efficiently.
Expel Five Senators
In a similar move to improve attendence, the Senate expelled five
Senators with three or more unexcused absences. Six other Senators
with excessive absences were allowed
to retain their membership after providing suitable excuses.

Joe Cueearo and Pat Hebert were crowned Friday night as the
first Golden Greek and Greek Goddess. The crowning took place
at the Greek Ball, a part of the first Greek Weekend to be held
on campus.
(Photo by Cole)

"Heart Of Religion"
Is Festival Theme

The petition asked that a referen- the plans if the class wishes
to do so."
dum vote be taken on Friday, April
As planned now, the morning cere17. Two alternatives, having a dual mony would be held
Sunday, June 7
graduation as announced or having at 10:15 a.m. and aftern
oon ceremony
one ceremony at the Bangor Audi- on the same day at
2:30, both in the
torium, would be voted on.
Memorial Gymnasium. The BaccalauJoseph Cuccaro, president of the reate service would be held on Sunsenior class, said that the class con- day. May 31 at 11 a.m.
stitution does not provide for refrenIn previous years graduation ceredum voting of this sort and that the monies have been
held on the Athletic
executive committee felt it wiser to field with the Gymna
sium and Indoor
bring up the petition and vote at the Field House as an
alternative in case
scheduled meeting.
of rain. However, the size of the
Cuccaro stated that the execu- graduating class makes it impossible
tive committee is empowered to for seniors to obtain more than three
act in the name of the class be- tickets apiece under this plan.
Graduation plans have been contween meetings and that they
had endorsed the double gradu- sidered and proposed by a joint
ation exercises. He also stated student-administrative committee. The
that plans for the graduation senior executive committee appointed
were discussed at a previous class the Senior Skulls as their representative, who in turn appointed Skulls
meeting which few attended.
According to University President, Ralph Hodgkins and Donald Cookson
to represent them. George
Crosby,
Lloyd H. Elliott, the administration Registr
ar, Charles Crossland, Vice
has final jurisdiction on the matter, Preside
nt for Administration and Henbut would endorse the senior vote. ry L.
Doten, Business Manager for the
"We wish to do what the senior class
University, represented the admini
swants," he said. "It is their gradua- tration
on the committee.
tion and it is not too late to change
(Continued on Page Four)

In other Senate bus;ness, the group
defeated a motion on lengthening the
time on the Library's reserve books.
"The Heart of Religion" will For the first time, an identical proPresented by Senator Dave Downing,
the motion recommended that one- be the theme of the annual Reli- gram will be held both Saturday and
half of the books on closed reserve in gious Arts Festival, held Satur- Sunday nights. Included in the proa course be put on 20 hour reserve day and Sunday, April 18 and 19, gram will be "The Hound of Heaven"
two days a week, Monday and Tues- at 7:30 in the Main Lounge of by Francis Thompson; "The True
Brahman" from the Upanishads
day, and that the other half be put the Union.
on 20 hour reserve on Thursday and
The Festival is sponsored by the (Hindu scriptures); "The Heavens
Friday. These books would be al- Student Religious Association and is Are Telling," by Beethoven; a speech
lowed to go out after 4 p.m. and be an attempt to portray some central choir reading of Psalm 130, interreturned by 12 noon the following modes of worship through different preted in dance by the modern dance
day.
group; a selection from Father Mapart forms.
pie's sermon in Moby Dick by Herman Melville; the Brome Abraham
and Isaac, a medieval mystery play;
Changes in voting will be noted at the
annual Maine Day, held
"Adoramus Te" by Palestrina; and this year on May 6. Of major
importance is that voting for
the Nunc Dimittus from Luke.
campus
mayor will be held on the morning of
Maine Day.
Candid
ates
and supporters entertainmen
The narrator for the evening prot committee, announced
gram will be Michael Dolley and will have an opportunity to cam- that the theme for the
skit night will
paign for votes in the work proj- be "Swanee on
readers will include Willia
the Stillwater."
Dr. Robert Shay, Head of the School of Business Administrra- son, Bhanwar Sirohi, and m Anderect
areas
during the morning.
Robert
Mayoralty campaigning starts
tion, has submitted his resignation to President Lloyd H. Elliott. Simpson.
April
Campaigning will end at mid30th. Anyone seeking candid
Shay will leave in July to do research with the National Bureau
acy may
morning and a mobile voting
apply at the Dean of Men's
The cast for Abraham and Isaac truck will canvas
of Economic Research, Inc.
office
s the work areas between April 20
and April 29. Freshwill
be:
Abrah
am,
Don
Billet;
Isaac,
to
enable students to cast their man
The National Bureau of Economic area of business administration and
candidates must have a 2.0 acMarcia Carsley; God, Hal Wheeler; sotes. The mobile
Research is a non-profit research or- in the entire field of economics.
voting unit cumulative and
Angel,
Laurel
upperclassmen must
Hoyt;
Doctor
,
Bill
will be parked on the mall at have
ganization whose chairman, Arthur F. "However. we recognize that
the Hanson. Co-directors for the play are
a 1.8 accumulative.
Burns, is a former president of Presi- position which has been offered
noon where the voting will be
Those interested in running or
to Sylvia Curran and Suzanne Dunn.
haydent Eisenhower's Committee of Ecocompleted. Announcement of ing any
(Continued on Page Twelve)
questions concerning camnomic Advisors.
the
new
campu
s mayor will be paigning contac
The speech choir is under the dit Paul McGuire at
rection of Dr. Marie Mengers, and made following the float parade ATO.
Shay .,aid, "My main reason for
on Maine Day afternoon.
On Friday, April 17, the Uni- the Modern Dance Club
The campaigning will start
under the
leaving is that this is an opportunity
Thursversity will participate in a na- direction of Eileen Cassid
day,
April 30, and end at 10 a.m.
y. Dancers
to make a significant contribution in
The
Maine
Day
Work
Project
s
tionwi
de
Civil
Defense exercise. for this program will be Dorothy Deta research field in which I am vitally
Wednesday, May 6. There will be
no
At 11:30 a.m. the steam plant loff, Christine Peterka, and Stephanie Committee has lined up several defi- campaigning
interested." He feels that the study
nite
Saturday or Sunday,
project
s for Maine Day morning.
will cover a long enough period of whistle will blow an alert which Korzeniewska.
May
2
and 3. The campaign skits
A sidewalk is to be built running
time to resign his post rather than is a steady three minute blast.
will be Monday night at 7.
north
from
Hart
Hall
toward
s
the
In
connec
tion
with
At
the Religious
this time, all radio and teleget a leave of absence.
Members of the Work Projects
vision stations will go off the air, Arts Festival. Mr. Harry Greaver, field house. This area is heavily trav- Commit
tee include: Robert Munson,
In announcing Shay's resignation,
eled
during football season and when
instructor in art, will lecture on
chairm
Elliott said the University was accept- and only Conelrad stations, 640 Wednes
an;
Gail McLain, Peter Berry,
events
are
taking
place
in
the gym
day, April 15, at 4 p.m. in the
and 1240, will operate.
ing it "with regret."
and field house. Workers will also Margaret Stiles, Effie Billings. Gail
Louis
Oakes
Room
of the library.
At 1:15 p.m. the "take cover"
"Professor Shay has been one of
Masterman, Paul Bridge, Paul Hahn,
The topic of his lecture will be The remove the grass triangle near the
our most promising younger faculty signal will sound. This is a series
front of the gym. In the women's and Carl McDowell.
Religio
us
Art
of
Roualt
and Chagall.
members," Elliott added, "and during of short blasts lasting from one
Detail sheets concerning the
dormitory area a sidewalk will be
the time he has been the head of our to three minutes. Duration of
Committee for the Festival, under built between Colvin and Merrill Float Parade, Maine Day afternew school of Business Administra- the "take cover" is 10 minutes. the chairmanship of James Saunders, Halls. Civil enginee
ring majors will noon, have been sent out. The
tion, he has demonstrated the type 111 pedestrians should take cover is: Arnold Baker, Cliff Benoit.
supervise the painting of lines on the theme this year is "Video iev.s"
Anne
of inspiring leadership that we desire er in the nearest building and Coleman, Elinor Epstein,
Joyce parking lot near the old Men's Cafe- featuring scenes from fa.orite
for all our divisions and departments. traffic ,,ill he stopped. There ,ill
Kingsb
ury,
Joseph
McKen
na,
Kay teria. There will also be fence paint- television shows.
"The University and state have suf- be no interruption of classes.
Fraternities have already begun
ing in the gym area. The committee
fered a major loss by Professor Shay's There sill be no all clear signal. Sawyer, Dr. David Trafford, Profes- will
practicing for the annual Inter-Frareceive
ideas
to
improv
e
the
resignation. We need the kind of
All students are urged to par- sor John Lyman and Rev. Harvey
ternity Council Sing, which will
campus up until April 17.
be
leadership that he has provided in the ticipate.
Bates.
Bud Ochmanski, chairman of the
(Continued on Page Four)

Voting For Mayor To Take
Place Maine Day Morning

Shay Submits Resignation
As Business School Head

41

Number 25

Seniors Hold Vote
On Dual Graduation

The General Student Senate
last week changed the quorum
law by striking out "two-thirds"
and inserting "a majority." The
amendment was unanimous.

President Richard Salisbury said
that the new move should aid immensely in guaranteeing quorums in
the future. Salisbury also suggested
that a move might be in the making
whereby the Senate would have only
one regularly scheduled meeting a
month. The present system of two
meetings a month sometimes finds
all the main business conducted in
one of the meetings and little of importance left for the other.
Defeat Library Bill

SO

Page Two
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Sorority Women Will Stage
Annual Panhellenic Weekend
The theme for this year's Panhellenic Weekend is "Weekend in the
Orient." The weekend starts tomorrow night with a Nance at todder
Hall to the inusic of. Les Nadeau.

Carlyn Smith is General Chairman
of the weekend. Charlene Manchester and Julie Hanson are in charge
of the workshops and carol Robing)
Is ih charge or We" (Sante. Connie
Atherton and Betty Lunt are in
Saturday there will be workshops charge of the Luncheon and sing,
in Balentine and Estabrooke Halls respectively. Joanne- Keith is Awlsstarting at 11:30 a.m. These work- lick chairman for the event.
shotis include discussions on such
topics as Normal Contacts, under the
direction of Mrs. Doris Marshall;
The ROTC Pershing Rifles
Sorority-Fraternity Relations, under Judo Club at the University of
Herbert Woods and Blaine Moores; %tire will be host for a judo
How to Establish Strong Identifica- tournament at 1:00 p.m. on 18
tion With National, led by Miss Mar- April 1959. The tournament will
garet MoBison; Would You Join be held in the Memorial GymSorority Again? led by Mrs. George nasium. Teams from Loring Air
Weiland and Dr. John W. Nichols; Force Base, Dow Air Force Base,
and How Can We Make Sorority and the University of Maine will
participate. Trophies will be
More Fun? led by Pat Snyder.
to the %inners in each
awarded
Remiko Tanaka will give the keyweight class.
note address at the one o'clock luncheon in Estabrooke Dining Hall. An
evaluation of the workshops will folThe Sophomore Eagles are girls
low the luncheon and singing of so- chosen from the freshman class to
rority songs will close the day.
help the incoming girls in the fall.

Union New
-14(he (hest; • CFnia jliV111-4h4t "ft
Wednesday night, April 15, at 7:30. in
the Totnian Room Of the Union; • -
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Akgsque P4s;knis Play
Of Timeliness To Nation

Reminder to Photographers: The
Photographic Contest deadline is April
By Hal Maguire, Jr.
28. Those entering must have all
entries submitted by that time. It is
The choice the Maine Masque
requested that Material be submitted Theatre has made in selecting Maxas soon as possible to Paul Daigle; or well Anderson's Winterset for its
to the Activities Room at the Union. next and final production of this
Fly-Tyirfg litYSETUCtiOtl: On Thtirs- school year is even more timely than
day, APril. 16, at 7:00 p.m., Fly-Tying originally realized.
Instruction, under the direction of
Winterset was picked for presentaProfessor C. Z. Westfall, will be given tion, not only becauSe it is an outin the Buriips Room. This has de- standing drama, but also as a tribute
veloped from the interest shown in to its author, who died recently. Howthe recent demonstration held in the ever, Maine finds itself in rehearsal
Union lobby when several faculty of this play which is based on the
members and students exhibited their Sacco-Vanzetti murder case at a time
work and showed some of the tech- when the attention of the nation is
niques of Fly-Tying.
once again called to the facts of the
Professor Charles F. Virtue of the Massachusetts murder case. The
Philosophy Department will lecture Massachusetts House of Representaon "Buddhism Through The Ages" at tives this week rejected a bill for
the Humanities Lecture, Sunday, posthumous pardons for Sacco and
April 19, at 4:00 in the Bangor Room. Vanzetti, who were executed 32 years
Dale Whitney and his Maine Bears ago after having been found guilty of
will entertain at a jam session in the the murder of two men in a shoe
Bear's Den on Saturday, April 18 factory holdup in South Braintree,
Mass. To this day, the Sacco-Vanzetti
from 2 to 4 p.m.
case can touch off heated discussions
in Massachusetts as to the fairness
or unfairness of the trial and as to the
guilt or innocence of the executed
men.
Maxwell Anderson has concentrated
on character delineation in Winterset,
and has realized a drama of rich
meaning with compelling theatrical
force.
The story of Mio's determination
to clear his father of guilt and the
ensuing situation which develops between Mio and Miramne, daughter of
a man greatly responsible for the verdict of guilt, are grist for a thoroughly
engrossing play.
Herschel L. Bricker, director of the
Maine Masque. is directing Iffinterset,

//
New post-grad" program helps
engineers move ahead at Western Electric
-Niorprg-

which will have a four-day run in the
Little Theatre, April 29-May 2. Tickets,for the play are available ig th4
Nitaique Office in Seveni Hall.J

Union Presents
Ace Of Spades
The Memorial Union will feature
gambling, dancing and floor shows
at the annual Ace of Spades party on
April 25.
The entire building will be turned
into a gambling hall with roulette,
casino, poker and other games of
chance, with members of the faculty
acting as croupiers. Only play money
is used, but thousands of dollars will
pass through many hands over mans
losses.
The union will close for all other
events, and each room will be set up
for the different games. Downstairs in
the Bear's Den a nightclub atmosphere
will be created, with candlelight and
dancing to Nat Diamond's orchestra.
Running concurrently throughout the
evening, two groups of entertainers
will present five floor shows alternately. This year the -Sultans" from Dartmouth College will be featured.
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The special events committee of the
Union is in charge of the affair, with
Eric Bolen in charge.
Nancy Morse is chairman in charge of
faculty arrangements; Sylvia Godaire,
decorations; Dana Sylvester, publicity;
and Ron Merrill, room arrangements;
all assisted by the committee members
of the Union.

JOBS on SHIPS
PLAN NOW FOR SUMMER
EARN HIGH PAY • TRAVEL THE WORLD
work aboard Luxury Ocean Liners
Freighter!, Tankers. An opportunity to see the world,
trasel to many foreign lands while earning high pay.
(No experience needed on many jobs.) Work full
time. season, or on one-trip basi.. Mans benefits.
Men -Women . . .

-

UNIVERSAL SNIP INFORMATION
1020 Broad Street

•

Careers get off to a fast start — and keep on
growing — at Western Electric.
One big help is our new Graduate Engineering Training Program. This unique full-time,
off-the-job study program starts soon after you
join Western Electric ... continues throughout
your career. Students are offered courses in various fields including semiconductors, computers,
feedback control systems, and problem solving
techniques. What's more, they study methods
for improving skills in communicating technical
information and the art of getting ideas across.
You'll find the work at Western Electric
stimulating, too. As manufacturing and supply
unit of the Bell System, we pioneered in the production of the transistor, repeatered submarine
cable, and the provision of microwave telephone
and television facilities spanning the country.
Engineering skills can't help developing—careers
can't help prospering — in the lively, exciting
technical climate at Western Electric.

•

a.
j Nt

Newark, N. J.
•

r

Odd Jacket

CLASSROOM SESSION at one of the centers takes up
the first part of the three-phase program. Introduction to Western Electric Engineering. During this
initial nine-week training period, new engineers are
provided with a better understanding of Western
Electric engineering methods and technical practices.

The trim-but-casual cut of
this jacket tops the line
of university-minded sportswear styled by H I S. At
men's shops that appreciate
true value. $12.95 to $19.95,
depending on fabric. And
it's washable!

A
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Western Electric technical fields include mechanical, electrical, chemical, civil and industrial engineering, plus the
physical sciences. For more information pick up a copy
of ''Consider a Career at Western Electric" from your
Placement Officer. Or write College Relations, Room
200E, Western Electric Company, 193 Broadway, New
York 7, N. Y. And sign up for a W. E. interview when
the Bell System Interviewing Team visits your campus.

Wegtelon Electric

Write Dept. 22-E

For Information

MANHATT
'
AN'S COLISEUM TOWER building houses Western Electric's New York training
center. Here, as in Chicago and Winston-Salem, N. C., Western Electric engineers
participate in a training program that close , resembles a university graduate school.

often continues after class. The free
and easy informality of the new Western Electric
training program offers plenty of opportunity for
the stimulating exchange of ideas.
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Western Electric Graduate Engineering Training Centers located at Chicago, Winston-Salem, N. C., and New York. Principal
manufactueing locations at Chicago. Ill; Kearny, N. 14 Baltimore, Md ; Indianapolis, Ind.; Allentown and taureidaie, Pa ; Burlington. Greensboro and Winston-Salem, N C ; Buffalo. N. Y.; North Andover, Mass.; Lincoln and Omaha. Neb ; Kansas City,
No,;
Columbus, Ohio. Oklahoma City, Okla.; Teletype Corporation, Chicago, Ill. and Little Reck, Ark Also Western Electric Distribution
Centers in 32 cities and installation headquarters in 16 cities. General headquarters: 195 Broadway, New York 2, New York.
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Beckwith Awarded Education Fellowship
By Mary Irving
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vision at Ohio University for a year
Beckwith's hobbies include hiking,
where he helped supervise the educa- records, and
reading. His music prefGerald C. Beckwith, instructor tional
radio station WOUI AM-FM. erence is classical,
"with a little jazz
in speech and assistant director The next year
he did his internship on occasion."
of publicity for television at the with NBC in Chicago
at radio staHe is a member of The National
University, has been awarded a tion WMAQ and television station
$6,000 fellowship by the Fund WMBQ-TV. He came to the Univer- Association of Education Broadcasters, the A.A.U.P., and the Speech Asfor Adult Education.
sity of Maine in the Fall of 1955.
sociation of America. He also beThe fellowship will provide BeckDuring the past four years he has longs to the New
England Speceh Aswith with an opportunity to pursue ad- served as a speech instructor, prosociation and the Educational Televanced study in mass communica- ducer of the university's televisio
n vision Association of America.
tions at Michigan State University. programs on Bangor TV stations,
and
While at Michigan State, Beckwith
He will begin his work at MSU this faculty advisor for WORO, the
stu- will devote his time to
media study in
summer.
dent radio station on campus.
the fields of radio and television; comBeckwith was one of 18 individuIn the summer of 1957 Beckwith munications research
theory; and
als associated with mass communica- received a Fellowship and did
gradu- special work in radio, television, jourtions who received grants from the ate work at Michigan.
nalism, psychology, sociology, adult
Fund for Adult Education. The
Beckwith met his wife, Gladys, at education or political thought and
awards were made to the 18 "to
theory.
broaden and liberalize their knowl- Flint Junior College. They went
Beckwith is the only person in the
through Flint and Michigan State toedge and increase their skills."
state
of Maine and one of the two
Beckwith grew up in Mount Mor- gether and were married when they people in New England
to receive one
both
were
seniors.
She
received her
ris, Michigan, a small town outside
of these fellowships this year.
Master's
degree
from
Michiga
n
in
of Flint, where he attended Mount
Morris High School. He attended 1956 and now teaches English at Old
The University Library, a GeorFlint Junior College, from which he Town Junior High School. They have
graduated in 1949. He received his one daughter, Christine, who is seven gian structure, was begun in 1941 and
B.A. degree from Michigan State in and attends the Webster School in was financed by 6,000 alumni, faculty, students, and friends.
1951 and his M.A. from the same in- Orono.
stitution three years later.
In 1953 he taught Literature, Government and Speech for a year at
Brighton High School in Brighton,
Michigan. Prior to this he had
served as a Graduate Assistant for a
year at Michigan State in Radio and
Television.
In 1954 he taught Radio and Tele-

A journalistic honor has been received by Joseph M. Trefethen, professor of geology of the Department
of Civil Engineering at the University
of Maine.
Trefethen has received notice that

a book which he has written, -Geology for Engineers," is being published
in Spanish for use in colleges and universities in South America.
The book was written in 1949 and
a revised edition will be published

Clip This Coupon Save $2.00
$2.00 PURCHASE COUPON
May Be Applied Towards
• Tudor Square Skirts
• Glasco Lambswool Sweaters
• Lady Hathaway Shirts

This Offer Good Until May 16th
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Trefethen Receives Journalistic Honor

You Can Get

NO DOZ
at The

English: CAMPUS TOUGH GUY

University Store Co.

Thinklish translation: This

character belongs to the beat generation,
as any black-and-blue freshman can testify. When he cracks a book,
it ends up in two pieces. His favorite subject:fistory. Favorite sport:
throwing his weight around. Favorite cigarette? Luckies, what else?
Puffing on the honest taste of fine tobacco, he's pleased as Punch. If
you call this muscle bounder a schooligan, bully for you!

tLD

Liners
world.
pay.
full
ts.
. 22-E

CLEANING
English: UNHAPPY
MARRIAGE

The Sleepy View

English:

English:

SPRING

SCRATCHING DOG

SPATRIMONY
Thinklish:
Thinklish: FLEAGLE
The NaDor. View

MACDONALD ls

coLLEGE

ALAN

Thinldish:

ROSERT 0 BRIEN, WISCONSIN STATE COLL.

Millions of times a year
drivers and students keep
awake with safe NtilYaz

iM

cORNELL

English: ILL TYRANT

HOW TO
MAKE *25
Thinklish:
JANE

SL(MMONS,

SICKTATOR

TARL(TON STATE
LOLL

Get the genuine article

CIGARETTES

Get the honest taste
of a LUCKY STRIKE

L A Lt

The safe ttay awake tablet—
evadable everywhere

TION

ROLOSE4L.

Let fidlnealert you
through college, too
NoDoz keeps you alert with caffeine-- the same pleasant stimulant you enjoy in coffee. Faster, handier, more reliable: nonhabit-forming NoDoz delivers an
accurate amount of dependable
stimulation to keep your mind
and body alert during study and
exams until you can rest or sleep.
P. S.: When you need NoDoz,
it'll probably be late. Play safe.
Keep a supply handy.

MOPERA

ALilk

A

t

C.

Take a word—celebration, for example.
With it, you can have a football rally
yellebration), a gossipy bridge party tellebration), or a clambake shellebration
That's Thinklish—and it's that easy!
We're paying $25 for the Thinklish words
judged best—your check is itching to go!
Send your words to Lucky Strike, Box
67A, Mt. Vernon, N. Y. Enclose your
name, address, university and class.
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Oral

IFC Plans Sing May 5
YOUR GIRL WOULD APPRECIATE FLOWERS
Junior Prom
Spring Houseparty Formal
For Satisfactory Service
call the

Bangor Nursery Flower Shop
1000 State St.

Ban.,or, Me.

Tel. Bangor 6141
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(Continued from Page One)
held Tuesday night before Maine
Day. There is a ten year cup circulating and the fraternity with the
most legs on the cup will retire it.
Each of the seventeen fraternities on
campus sings two selections. There is
no repetition of songs and a house
may not sing anything it has sung in
the last three years' competition. It is
at this I.F.C. Sing that the new
members of the men's honorary societies. the Senior Skulls and the Sophomore Owls, are tapped.

1112 MI MI IIII•
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Why pay the big-car price penalty?.

Ramble
r
Pay hundreds of dollars

University president Lloyd H. Elliott and his wife are practicing for
the coming Maine Day. They are shown painting a white line in
the parking lot. This is one of the projects, along with others,
that will be part of Maine Day activities. Students will work together on projects, like the Elliotts, for a general campus clean-up.
(Photo by Craw shaw)

"of)

. less-save more than ever
on gas and upkeep

I

•
Parties And Dances Fill Weekend
By Diane Wiseman
This weekend proved to be an active one with the selection of everything from Joe Cuccaro and Pat
Hebert as Greek God and Goddess

!See why Rambler now outsells most big cars.
III Get bigger savings, highest resale,easier park-

In 100-Inch wheelbase RAMBLER AMERICAN
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fw 2-400r sedan al left State

ing, plus full 6-passPnger room.Try Personalized Comfort: separate sectional sofa front
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KaDL KROSSWORD
ACROSS
1. Not a longhair
4: In Nasser's
league
8. Kools are
_ Fresh
12. Miarepreewntation
13. Pudding poe.der
14. With 10 Down.
an order
15. Make a booboo
16. Fly talk
17. Unclosed
(poetic•
18. Gets married
20. Bet accepters
22. It's dished or
potted
23. You Quaker
24. Ali__ 'sounds
sheepish ,
25. More playful
29. Misfortunes
30. Texas subsoil
31. One and
32. Good achice
during exams
34. Bucks
35. Kind of elf
36. Best
37. Kind of
noxious
33. A type
of year
40. Big Greek
42. End of the
scene
43. Where to dig
44. Sgt. or Cpl.
45. Wolf look
46. Take five,
twice

6

a

3

2

III

and Ixa I taxes rt any. autoniabc trans.
entssnan and optional equIPment,cam

SEE YOUR RAMBLER DEALER TODAY
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Senior Petition Asks
For Referendum Vote

7

8

9

10

11

(Continued from Page One)
Class Parts Available
"Anyone interested in taking a
class part or knowing of anyone capable and interested in taking one,
please contact the nominating committee," Cuccaro stated. Jolean Flint
and Linda Giles, Balentine Hall, Steve
Mayo, Phi Kap and Jim Simms, Beta
are on the nominating committee.
Cuccaro added that anyone having
any names could also contact him.
All suggestions are to be made before
the next class meeting. The rest of
the schedule for the senior weekend
will be announced at this meeting.

DOWN
1. Nickname for
S. C. college?
2. He wears
a black-andtan eoat
3. This is awful!
4. Dough, for
instance
5. Cheers
6. Make
of it
7. Western
elevation for
a tenderfoot?
8. Willie the
Penguin's chant
9. Negative
arrangement
of open
10. See 11 Across
11. Gets hitched
19. Catch on
21. Adlai's initials
23. Double dates
minus one
24. Top half of a
bikini
25. Chiropodists'
party?
26. You can't
blame him
27. Fancy stuff
23. Railways
(abbr.)
33. AFL amorists
36. Blind-date
arranger
38. Cover with
lettuce
39. Fountain
hunter
41. GI, or any guy
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16Ill

18
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20211111
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• As cool and clean as a breath of fresh air.

61 Main St., Orono, Me.

•Finest leaf tobacco...mild refreshing menthol -and the world's most thoroughly tested filter!
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J. S. BACH, songwriter, says: "Wild.
root makes your hair look cool, man!"
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The newly-elected officers of Phi
Mu sorority are: President. Joan Philbrook; Vice President, Janice Hourin:
Treasurer, Helen Cloutier; Recording
Secretary, Jean Bertolini; and Corresponding Secretary, Laurie Martineau.

ALDEN F. HEAD
TRAVEL BUREAU
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• With every puff your mouth feels clean •
your throat refreshed!
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to Marcia Meade as Playgirl of the
Month.
Friday night SAE held a drop-in
Hi-Fi party and ended the weekend
Saturday evening with a "Real, Hot
and Cool" party. Bruce Jones furnished the sounds for the get-together.
This weekend it's the women's turn
to add just a touch of highlife. The
seven sororities join forces to sponsor
the annual Panhellenic Ball. There
will be dancing to the music of Les
Nadeau, entertainment, and the debut
of the seven newly elected sorority
presidents. The theme this year will
be Oriental.
PINNED: Carol Goodwin, Bangor, to Mike Dolley, Theta Chi;
Carol "Penny" Hall to John Alden,
Kappa Sigma, Bowdoin; Beverly
Farnham to Edwin Henry, Sigma
Phi Epsilon; Marjorie Brown, Charlotte, to Jim Ingalls, Sigma Alpha
Epsilon; Connie Gray, Augusta, to
Ron Cotton, Sigma Alpha Epsilon;
Diane Tatlock to Fred Pierce, Phi
Gamma Delta; Barbara Fickett to
Barry Gillman, Theta Chi.
ENGAGED: Jeannette Waite,
Lewiston, to Bill Daley, Phi Eta
Kappa; Joyce Thurston to Clifford
Pervis, Saco.
MARRIED: Jean Landers, Bangor, to Elwin Wheaton, Theta Chi.

ittle bit

of Wildroof
and...WOW!

Open 7 Days a Week
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Ralph Marterie To Play At Jun
ior Prom

Announcement was made
this I bums and Is well known to
groups
week by the junior class
.
that
across the nation.
Ralph Marterie will play
at the
Committee work for the Juni
annual Junior Prom held
or
this Prom is well
underway, but many
year on May 1st. The
theme of more will
be needed for decorathe dance will be "Dancing
in a tions committee. Anyo
Dream" and will feature
ne interestdancing ed in working
from 9:00 to 1:00.
on decorations
may do so by contacting
In a recent poll cond
Art
ucted
by Down-Beat magazine,
Ralph
Marterie and his orchestra
were
voted the most popular
band of
American colleges
across the
country. Marterie has made
both
single records and long play
alicing for
e line in
hi others,
work toclean-up.
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Marcia Meade was chosen "Pla
ymate of the Year" at the annual
Club Playboy held in the Memorial
Union last Saturday evening.
Miss Meade was one of twel
ve candidates nominated for
the
position. She was chosen by
the audience and presented at
the
second floor show. Club Play
boy featured the Meddiebempsters
of Bowdoin College.
Photo by Banning

Gova's Aquatints Are Shown
By Joyce Kingsbury
This month, the Art Depart
ment is exhibiting in
Carnegie original aquatints by
Fra
ncisco Goya, one of
Spain's outstanding painters and
a most influential artist
on later painters. He is listed
as the last of the great
Spanish masters and according
to one authority ". .. the
first great modern European arti
st."

Aquatints, one of the most
complicated of print mediums,
give the appearance of light and
dark values.
Goya's aquatints on display entitled "The Disasters of War"
,
which were published in 1863,
35
years after his death, express
his feeling about the Napoleon
ic

Wars with its grim horrors. The
prints are intensely emotiona
l
and stirring, full of the hide
ous
and barbarous facts of war. Goya
often went into the territory
of
expressionistic
painting,
thus
practicing
more than
mere
realism. He was a pioneer painter
of the common people (he was
of

CLASS RINGS
ORDERS TAKEN THURSDAY AFT
ERNOON
3 p.m. to 5 p.m.
at Memorial Union Lounge
$3.00 Deposit Required

IREAU

or Maine

mo, Me.

IJIITEOUS

Official Agent, Willis Furtwengler

HELP WANTED
SALES MANAGEMENT TRAINEE
Preferably Liberal Arts or Busine
ss Administration
degree. Married or single, ages 22
to 25, or up to age
27 if 2 years of military service. Hig
h School and
college extra curricular leadership
more important
than high grades. First year stra
ight salary of
$4,264. Second year salary plus libe
ral bonuses for
satisfactory performance. Inquire at
Placement Office
or write direct to

Duty

rhurs.
Sat.

Week

SPRING

SALE

NEW FURNITURE
at

Down to Earth Prices
at the
little Store
with the
Big Values

TODAY - FRIDAY
SATURDAY - MONDAY

Economy
Furniture Outlet

Storewide Event

R.R. Station — Old Town
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peasant origin), thus he pain
ted
the common soldier rather
than
the Emperor or the dashing
officer, as shown in "The Proverbs
"
set of prints.
Goya was born in Spain in 1746
.
He had his early training as
a
painter in the studios of the cour
t
painters of his time. His yout
h
filled with wild and exciting
adventures, was spent In a
great
deal of travel in his own
country
and in Italy.

Lend

Atherton or Joe Carroll.
The engagement of Marterie
and
his orchestra is in acco
rdance
with the trend this year of
"big
name" bands for big week
ends
at the University. Marterie
says
that one of his primary aims
is
to incorporate into his prog
ram
music that appeals to all danc
ing
tastes.

Don II. Stimpson, Inspector of Age
ncies
New York Life Insurance Company
477 Congress Street, Portland, Maine

It's easy to see why Arrow Whit
e
Shirts are the most popular
on
campus. Authentic in every styl
e
detail, they're the best-fitting
shirts in circulation today.
Our exclusive MitogaD-tailoring
makes them that way from collar
to cuff to waist. "Sanforized" fabrics keep their fit and the wildest
bop won't pop their anchored buttons. $4.00 up.
Cluett,Peabody &I Co., Inc.

first in fashion
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Editorials:

Seniors Please Note
Members of the Senior Class... There is a meeting of your class next Wednesday night at 7:00 in the
Main Lounge of the Memorial Union. Each and every
one of you should make a special effort to attend.
Perhaps the most important business that will be
taken up will be a class vote as to where your graduation exercises will be held. There are two proposals:
One. That there be two separate graduation exercises. The College of Arts and Sciences and the
College of Agriculture graduating as one group in the
morning, and the Colleges of Education and Technology
holding their exercises in the afternoon. The ceremonies will be held in the Memorial Gymnasium.
Two. That the class graduate as a whole, in the

Bangor Auditorium, the only building in the area
large enough to accommodate them.

It is not our place to tell you how to Tote or debate
the various merits of the proposals.
What we would like to suggest is that every senior
take the time Wednesday night to attend the meeting,
listen to the debate and cast an intelligent, informed
vote on the subject.
The decision which you arrive at may well Influence the actions of the classes which are to follow—
and for this reason alone it deserves your thoughtful
consideration.
The question of what will be done with your class
gift will also be presented, but this does not affect the
campus as a whole. The graduation exercise question
may.
If you have an opinion, please attend. It IS important.

"Weekend" Deserves Praise
It would seem that congratulations were in order
to the members of the IFC for the job that they did
with their first Greek Weekend.

Fraternities here have for some time needed an
affair such as this to bind them closer together.
It is unfortunate that they had to take such &
financial beating on the jazz concert that they sponsored. It was well worth double the price of admission.
We hope that the fraternities will not be discouraged at the public turnout for the concert. From the
tone of the letter in this week's Mail Bag, it seems apparent that they are not.
So, once again . . . Congratulations.
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Senator Answers Editorial;
charges Poor News Coverage

By Bill Cook
I've always considered t h e
"letters to the editor" columns
in papers and magazines to be
good reading. From time to time
some "wit" will become so upset
by some article that he will sit
down and write a letter far better
than the article itself.
There are certain places where
I have found the quality of letters
to be consistently high. I now
automatically read the letters in
the news magazines (Time, Newsweek, etc.) and joyfully anticipate
the annual "Man of the Year"
search by Time readers. Suggestions usually range from "K" to
Ike, Donald Duck to Yheudi
Coldsaki, the Croatian immigrant
who climbed a sulphur - burning
tower in a strong wind to rescue
a widowed industrialist's cat from
certain death high above the plains
of the Hackensack River.
Now the State of Maine is sitting
In the middle of a reader-editor
squabble.
It seems the backwoods bard of Maine, none other
than crusty, turnip-sorting John
Gould wrote an article for the
Atlantic Monthly on the subject of
ballad collectors invading Maine
with tape recorders.
The next Atlantic ran a letter
to the editor by a prominent folklorist who pretty much made John
eat his words. The next issue
after that had more letters on this
letter.

How Many Queens

Student Senate Office
215 Library
To the Editor:
In the absence of Campus reporting, I feel it is my
duty as the student body president, to inform the constituents of the General Student Senate as to exactly what
has been happening in the past few weeks at our bimonthly meetings. "there are two items, although not
necessarily related, that I would like to discuss in this
letter.
First. It is true that for two
meetings in March the Senate
had to be resolved Into a committee of the whole for lack of
a quorum. As a result of this,
official business began to pile up
that needed Senate approval. A
special meeting was called in
order to act upon pressing
problems before the spring re.
cess. At this meeting with
vrell over a onornm present the
Senate granted financial reonisitions to Senate committees
and brought impeac hm e n t
charges against eleven of its
members.
. Five of them were
expelled for not presenting just
cause for their absences.
Two days later, when the student newspaper came off the press,
It carried the story of the meeting the week before, slamming the
Senators for low interest, failing
to appear at meetings and passing
little business. Apparently, the
article had been written long before the special meeting and the
powers that be saw no point in
mentioning the NEW ATTITUDE
of the Senate in that issue or any
later issues.
Last week at its regularly
scheduled meeting, again with over
a quorum present (2/3 of the total
membership constitutes a quorum),
the Senate voted overwhelmingly
to amend its by-laws changing the
necessary quorum to a simple majority. This step, I feel, has been
long overdue and will help to
solve some of the Senate problems
in the future. Again our student
revvspaper was silent, although a
Campus reporter attended that
meeting.
If you were to rely on Campus
reporting you might still think
that the Senate was operating in a
committee of the whole, a situation

I think that the University of
Maine must be approaching the
national average for queens contests. The day is drawing near
when we will have a Miss Brains
(Phi Beta Kappa), a Miss Balance
Sheet (Maine Marketing Club),
a Miss Trilobite (Rock and Hammer) and, perhaps, a Miss Van
der Graff Generator (Physics
Club). Just about every organization on campus must have a picnic
and the highlight of the affair
will be the crowning of a goodlooker. Men are, of course, getting
into the act. I don't think the
whole mess is really fair.
The University is not the only
place where queens are rampant.
They are everywhere. Every now
and then a daily paper will have
the picture of a beaming young
miss sitting amid roses and
beneath the outstretched arms in lieu of a story on the possibilof some miserable public servant. ity of war. I think the "Miss"
This is usually on the front page practice has gone a little too far.

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

FEATURE EDITOR

Jo Dion

opinion eoncerning the publication of liquor or beer ads in the
CAMPUS I intem104 to introduce
the following resolution, lint the
Editor felt this was not necessary.
"Be it resolved that the General Statlent Senate go on
reaord as approving the publication of liquor or beer ads in
the C IMPUS.
Be it further resolved, that
should the CAMPUS decide to
publish such ads and this policy
were denied our student newspaper after being supported by
a majority vote of the Senate,
the Senate will interpret this
denial to seriously threaten its
democratic contribution to the
student body and clearly indicate
that perhaps the Senate is not
serving its purpose and should
be disbanded."
With this resolution on my
office desk, I called the Campus
Editor and asked if she could attend our next meeting if a resolution concerning this request
for opinion were introduced. I did
not ask her to be prepared to defend such an advertising policy.
It is also a statement of fact
that the Senate is completely
within its jurisdiction to pass such
a resolution. If it is responsible
for obtaining adequate financial
support for the Campus vis-a-vis
the student contribution rate, it
also has the right to pass legislation expressing its opinion on
financial means of support. Certainly, the Campus doesn't think
it is immune or removed from
legislative resolutions of opinion!
This letter is intended in no
way to reflect the official view of
the Senate or the Executive Committee of the Senate.
Sincerely,

Dick Salisbury

More Mail:
To the Editor:
Interfraternity
Council
The
would like to thank all those
who helped make the Greek Week
End a success.
A very special thanks to the
people who attended the Jazz
Festival Saturday night. The audience was small, but enthusiastic.
John Lewis, director of the MJQ
—the pianist—and Milt Jackson,
vibist, commented about the audience at intermission. Lewis and
Jackson summed the audience up

Jack Linnell
Martha Merrill

that hasn't existed for FIVE
weeks.
secondly, I would like to clearly
state my position concerning a
phone call to the Campus Editor
last week.
In answer to the request for

Harmon Banning
William Crawsimw

with one word,"Tremendous!"
As you know, the 17 frater-

SPORTS EDITOR

Rick Brennan

nities backed the concert. Financially, it was a failure. The

SOCIETY EDITOR

Diane Wiseman

fraternities have "chipped in" to
offset a loss. Entertainment-wise,
it was a huge success.
Because the MJQ gave a tor'
performance, and the audience

tOPY EDITOR

Carol Pollard

'IMPORTERS: Tieki Waite, Barbara Burns, Ron Drogin, Tom
Mestetsky, Jeanine Gagnon, Joyce Kingsbury, Jo Manning, Jeanne
Lankan, Hal McGuire. SPORTS: Artie Zalkan, Stan Allain, Tony
Stout. Assistant Business Manager—Robert Goff; Circulation: David
Lamb, Don Fletcher, Joe Chandler.
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On Wednesday, April 22, the women stude
nts of the
University will go to the polls to elect the
new officers
of the Associated Women Students.
Vying for top post of president are Ann Hasti
ngs and
Jean Toothaker. On the ballot for other
top posts are
Joanne Good and Carolyn Sleeper, vice-preside
nt; Ruth
Kimball and Vicki Waite, secretary; and Jane
Goode and
Jean McNeary, treasurer.
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ation of completion
of the Memorial Union, a committee on Food Service has resumed
study of kitchenlayout and
cafeteria counter in the Bear's
Den.
To replace members of the committee who no longer live on or
near the campus, President Lloyd
H. Elliott has appointed three
new members of the committee.
Mrs. John E. Stewart of Orono,
a graduate of the University and
one time in charge of institutional management instruction in the
University home economics de- '
partment, has been named to succeed Miss Helen Philbrook who
has moved to Massachusetts.
Nancy L. Roberts of Albany,
New York, and Patricia A. Stiles ,
of Falmouth Foreside, both home !
economics seniors, will succeed
earlier student appointees on this
committee.
William C. 'Wells, director of

better meet the needs of the Union,
based ui.on four years of operating experience.
Funds for the completion of the
Memorial Union are being raised
Although plans have been pre- in conjunction
with, or as a part
pared by the architects, it is felt of, the Arthur
A. Hauck Building
that careful study is necessary Fund. No
date has been suggestfor a kitchen layout which will ed when
work may be started.
ADVERTISEMENT
ADVERTISEMENT
University dormitories and dining
halls, is chairman of the ccmmittee.

Oa Campus

with
Max ghuirtnan

By the Author of"Rally Round the Ping. Boys!"and,
"Barefoot Boy with Cheek.")

THE CARE AND FEEDING OF ROOM-MATES
Room-mates are not only heaps of fun, but they are also very
educational, for the proper study of mankind is man,and there
is no better way to learn the dreams and drives of another man
than to share a room with him.
This being the case, it is wise not to keep- the same roommate too long, because the more room-mates you have, the
more you will know about the dreams and drives of your
fellow man. So try to change room-mates as often as you can.
A recent study made by Sigafoos of Princeton shows that the
best interval for changing room-mates is every four hours.
How do you choose a room-mate? Most counselors agree
that the most important thing to look for in room-mates is that
they be people of regular habits. This. I say, is arrant nonsense.
What if one of their regular hal ,its happens to be beating a
Chinese gong from midnight to dawn? Or growing cultures in
your tooth glass? Or reciting the Articles of War?

LEGERE'S TEXACO STATION

Music Night Will
Be Held April 24

,

Music Night, the final concert
'
of the University 1958-59 series,
!
will be given Thursday, April
24,
in Memorial Gymnasium, accord
ing to an announcement today by
Professor Lewis H. Niven, bead
of the department of music and
chairman of the concert series
committee.
This annual event, in which over
200 students participate, features
the University music organizations. The Band will be under the
leadership of Francis G. Shaw,
the Chorus under Professor Niven
as conductor, and the Orchestra
with Robert Groth as leader.
University students will be admitted to the concert by use of
their ID cards. Season ticket
holders will surrender their cards.
Individual admissions as well will
be sold at the door.

A meeting of all Sophomores
Interested in working on the
1961 PRISM will be held at
7:(K) p.m. on Wednesday. April
22 in the Memorial Union. This
training session mill cover basic
policy, theme, and yearbook
layout.
Everyone
interested
should come!

CLASSIFIED
CLAREDON INN, 145 Union St..
Bangor: Room and bath $5.00,
double and up.

Tel. 7-3338

...;lizerelsmot;k,heined
—11r,"
--aSe itt kis tv,irtirobe

COLLEGE STUDENTS
should buy life insurance
now because...•
The sooner you buy the less you will pay each
year.
Your health may be impaired later, making it
impossible to buy life insurance at any price.
You can complete your premium payments during your earning years and have your insurance
fully paid up when you reach retirement age.
Your life insurance can provide cash or collateral for opportunities or emergencies, benefits for your dependents, retirement income
that you cannot outlive.
Life insurance ie the immediate, sure, safe way
to create and maintain an estate planned to
provide cash or income — the right amount at
the right time.

Edward B. Dunne
Tel. Bangor 2-636S
representing

FOR RENT
3 rooms & bath. Heated
Hot and cold water, electric stove and refrigerator.
Single person or married
couple. No dogs.
PARK'S HARDWARE

Cookson
IFC
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Committee Will Stud y Bear's Den Kitchen
In anticip

Janet Fletcher and Barbara the Activities
Board, Chairman
York are the nominees for Chief . of the Standa
rds Board, and one
Justice of the Judicial Board. The representative from
each of the
loser will automatically become , following:
President's Committee,
a member of the Board. Two ; Activities Board,
Standards Board,
seniors are to be elected from and Judicial Board.
among the following: Barbara
The Activities Board proposes
Connor, Laurel Hoyt, Sandy Samthe general purpose of presenting
way, and Martha Zoidis.
"such activities as are deemed
Three Junior members are to suitable and
necessary for women
be chosen from Helen Browne, students
and to further distribute
Margaret Eastman, Gail McLain, responsibility
among women stuMargaret Medals, Gwen Merritt, dents."
Its constitution and byand Diana Pye, Brenda Free- laws
will be among the White
man, Jean Lankau. Debbie Luf- Book additio
ns.
kin, and Alice McKell are cornThe Standards Board will depeting for the two sophomore positermine such standards of pertions.
Running for Secretary
sonal
and social conduct RS Will Activities, and President's Comwill be Deane Quirion and June
reflect creditably on women stu- mittees.
Toulouse.
1
Details (f the proposed changes I
The results of the election will dents and the University and enbe announced at the AWS Spring force and uphold such standards will be pcsted in each dormitory..
Explanations may
be obtained !
Assembly on Thursday, April 23. in cooperation with
the Judicial, from :he AWS
representatives.
AWS will present at its Spring
Assembly on Thursday, April 23
proposed changes in its organizaGet ready for spring inspection
tional set-up. The proposals will
be subject to a vote by women
Have brakes adjusted — $1.00
students who are all required to
Free
muffler and tail pipe check
attend.
New
6:70
x
15 tires — $15.95 each plus tax
The changes include the establishment of an AWS Executive
and recappable casing
Council which will consist of
president, vice-president, secretary, treasurer. Chief Justice of
the Judicial Board, chairman of
Stillwater Corner

President

Council
r
all those
;reek Week

CAMPUS

Mill St., Orono

MASSACHUSETTS MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
Springfield, Massachusetts

Regular habits, my foot! The most important quality in a
that he should be exactly your size. Otherwise
you will have to have his clothes altered to fit you, which can
be a considerable nuisance. In fact, it is sometimes flatly impossible. I recollect one time I roomed with a man named
Osage Tremblatt who was just under seven feet tall and weighed
nearly four hundred pounds. There wasn't a blessed thing I
could use in his entire wardrobe—until one night when I was
invited to a masquerade party. I cut one leg off a pair of Tremblatt's trousers, jumped into it, sewed up both ends, and went
to the party as a bolster. I took second prize. First prize went
to a girl named Antenna Radnitz who poured molasses over
her head and went as a candied apple.
But I digress. Let us turn back to the qualities that make
desirable room-mates. Not the least of these is the cigarettes
they smoke. When we bum cigarettes, do we want them to
be
shoddy and nondescript? Certainly not! We want them to
be
distinguished, gently reared, zestful and zing. And what cigarette is distinguished, gently reared, zestful and zingy? Why,
Philip Morris, of corns! Any further questions?
To go on. In selecting a room-mate, find someone who will
wear well, whom you'd like to keep as a permanent friend.
Many of history's great friendships first started in college
. Are
you aware, for example, of the remarkable fact that Johnso
n
and Boswell were room-mates at Oxford in 1712? What
makes
this fact so remarkable is that in 1712 Johnson was only
three
years old and Boswell had not yet been born. But, of
course,
children matured earlier in those days. Take Mozart
, who
wrote his first symphony at four. Or Titian, who
painted his
first masterpiece at five. Or Hanso Felbgung, who was in
many
ways the most remarkable of all; he was appointed chief
of the
Copenhagen police department at the age of six!
It must be admitted, however, that he did badly.
Criminals
roamed the city, robbing and looting at will. They
knew little
Hanso would never pursue them—he was not allowe
d to cross
the street.
room-mate is

•

•

•

If you are allowed to cross the street, hie
yourself to a tobacconist and stock upon Philip Morris,
outstanding among
non -filter cigarettes. or Marlboro, the
filter cigarette with
better "makin's." Pick your pleasure.

1

Oroni
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Orono, Maine, April 16, 1969

Dean John Stewart leads a discussion on pledging, held at Delta Tau Delta,
one of the weekend activities.

Modern Jazz Quartet Stea% Show
Photo-Feature Editor, Jo Dion
Photographer, Wally Cole
The first annual Greek Weekend, sponsored by the seventeen
fraternities on campus, was held
April 10 and 11. Over one thousand fraternity and sorority members participated in the weekend
activities.
The Greek Ball, a semi-formal
event, took place in the Memorial
Gymnasium, Friday evening. At
10 p.m. Pat Hebert, a Chi Omega,
and Joe Cuccaro, a Phi Gamma
Delta, were crowned Greek God
and Goddess. John Stewart, Dean

Faces of true musicians — Percy Heath on bass,
Milt Jackson on vibes.

Pat Hebert and Joe Cuccaro were crowned Greek
Goddess and Golden Greek and wore laurel wreaths
like their ancestors of the old Greek Empire.
of Men, crowned the winners with
laurel wreaths. He also spoke to
the students and commended the
IFC on their work in planning the
weekend. Dale Whitney and his
band played for the dance.
Saturday morning, at 10:30 in
the
Little
Theatre, President
Lloyd H. Elliott spoke at a general meeting of fraternity members. Later the men went to different fraternity houses to discuss
various problems affecting the IFC.

That evening a jazz concert was
presented in the Memorial Gym.
The nationally known Modern Jazz
Quartet gave a performance of
their own arrangements. Though
there was a small audience, the
response showed the students' interest in the music. At the end
of the concert, there was a standing ovation for the Quartet, who
came back for an encore. The
group played from 7:45 until 10
p.m.

Even the Modern Jazz Quartet takes time out for a snack during an evening
of playing "cool" jazz.

moommx.11M111,

J.W.

INSURE

KIMBALL & MARCHO

with

53 Main Street.

To

ORONO, ME.

Miss Marcia "Playmate" Meade

McCLURE&son

Ii; State St., Bangor, Me.
Tel. 13'49

Hillson Achievement Award

TEXACO STATION

A LA

FOR THE WEEK OF APRIL

At A
24 Hr. Wrecking Service
Tel. 6-3618

13

MOO personal cleaning service —Free

HILLSON CLEANERS
18 Mill St.

Orono 6-1647

Orono, Maine, April 16, 1959
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COLLEGE PUZZLE CONTEST
FOR STUDENTS AND FACULTY
MEMBERS

2 GRAND PRIZES

Rambler "American"
!
Big-car roominess...
small-car economy...
tops in performance!

"Big Stereo" styled
engineered for the most
exacWig taste.

Greek
reaths

oncert was
)rlal Gym.
iodern Jazz
rmance of
3. Though
hence, the
udents' inkt the end
as a standiartet, who
core. The
i5 until 10

!vening
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100 THIRD PRIZES:

WIN A RAMBLER STATION WAGON!

EMERSON TRANSISTOR
RADIOS
Packed with power
plays 1500 hrs on 1 set
of batteries

LIGHT UP AND LIVE IT UP!3 great cigarettes offer you 627 chanc

es to win!
So pick your pack-save the six wrappers-and get going! It's cross
word
puzzl
e
fun
and real
smoking pleasure all the way!
ENTER OFTEN -HAVE FUN -AND WIN! But think carefully! This puzzle
is not as easy as it looks. At
first the DOWN and ACROSS clues may appear simple.
There may appear to be more than one "right
"
answer. For example, the clue might read: "Many a coed will
be given her best date's P- -N." Either
(PIN)or "E"(PEN) would seem to fit. But only one answer
is apt and logical as decided by the judging staff,
and therefore correct. Read the rules carefully. ENTER AS OFTE
N AS YOU WISH. Good luck!
RULES-PLEASE READ CAREFULLY
1. The College Puzzle Contest is open to college

students and college faculty members except employees and their immediate families of Liggett
& Myers and its advertising agencies.
2. Fill in all missing letters ... print clearly. Use
of obsolete archaic, variant or foreign words
prohibited.'After you have completed the puzzle,
send it along with six empty package wrappers
of the same brand from L&NI, Chesterfield or
Oasis cigarettes (or one reasonable hand-drawn
facsimile of a complete package wrapper of any
one of the three brands) to: Liggett & Myers,
P. 0. Box 271, New York 46, N. Y. Enter as
often as you wish, but be sure to enclose six
package wrappers (or a facsimile) with each
entry. Illegible entries will not be considered.
3. Entries must be postmarked by midnight,
Friday, May 29, 1959 and received by midnight,
Friday, June 5, 1959.
4. Entries will be judged by the Bruce-Richards
Corporation, an independent judging organization, on the basis of logic and aptness of thought
of solutions. In the event of ties, contestants will
be required to complete in 25 words or less the
following statement: "My favorite cigarette is
(Chesterfield)(L&M)or (Oasis) because
Entries will be judged on originality, aptness of
thought and interest by the Bruce-Richards
Corporation. Duplicate prizes will be awarded
in event of final ties. Illegible entries will not be
considered. By entering all entrants agree that
the decision of the judges shall be final and
binding.
S. Solutions must be the original work of the
contestants submitting them. All entries become
the property of Liggett & Myers and none will
be returned.
G. Winners will be notified by mail as soon
possible after completion of the contest.

as

7. This contest is subject to all Federal, State
and local laws and regulations.

CLUES ACROSS:

500 FOURTH PRIZES
Cartons of America's finest cigarettes

HURRY! ENTER NOW! CONTEST CLOSES MAY 29, 1959 -

1. These may indicate that a nation

is prepared to wage war in the air.
6. Some college students.
6
10. When at
0 7 Ile
, Light up an Oasis.
11. Sinking ship deserter.
12. Plural pronoun.
13. One expects
discussions in a sociology class.
16. A student's careless
. might annoy a short-story instructor.
17. Initials of Uruguay and Denmark.
18. Germanium (Chem.)
19. Nova Scotia (Abbr.)
21. It probably would count when you pick
a horse to bet on.
16
22. Sometimes a girl on a date must
into her pocketbook to help
pay the tab.
23. The muscle-builder's
may fascinate a poorly developed man.
24. Chemical Engineer (Abbr.)
26. Campers will probably be
by a forest fire.
29. When starting a trip, tourists usually look
forward to the first
24
31. At home.
32. Literate in Arts (Abbr.)
2bR 77 ri:
33. Familiar for faculty member.
35. Associate in Arts (Abbr.)
Si
36. One could appear quite harmless at times.
S
37. Reverse the first part of "L&51".
0
;3
38. What will soon appear in a bombed-out
34'
35'
lb
city.
CLUES DOWN:
1. The beginning and end of pleasure.
2. A rural
can be inviting to a vacationist.
3. Second and third letters of OASIS.
4. When one is
packed, it could be exasperating to remember
PRINT CLEARLY! ENTER AS OFTEN AS YOU WISH
a few articles that should be included.
5. It would pay to be careful when glass is
Mail ta Liggett 6, Myers. P. 0 Box 271. New York 46 New York. Be
6. Grounds to relax on with a mild CHESTERFIE
sure to attach sin empty package wrappers of the same brand (or
LD.
7, Author
facsimile) from Chesterfield. L&M, or Oasis cigarettes.
Ambler.
8. District Attorney (Abbr.)
9. A
from Paris should please the average woman.
12. An inveterate traveler will
about distant lands.
Nam*
14.
are hard to study.
15. Stone, Bronze and Iron
20. How Mexicans say, "Yes".
23. All L&M cigarettes are "
Address
high" in smoking pleasure.
25. May he a decisive factor in winning a horse race.
27. Initials of Oglethorpe, Iona. Rutgers and Emerso
n.
28. United Nations Organization (Abbr.)
30. Golf mound.
32. Colloquial for place where the finest tobacco
s are tested for L&M.
This entry must be postmarked before midnight. May 29,1959, and
33. Poet Laureate (Abbr.)
received at P. 0. Box 271. New York 46, New York, by midnight,
34. Filter ends.
June 5,1959.
35. What Abner might be called.
36. Bachelor of Education degree.
lowtti & layen Tobacco Co

55
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Future Teachers Convention IFC Will
Will Be Held On Campus German

At noon, a luncheon will be held
The third annual state convention
speaker
of Future Teachers Associations will at Stodder Hall. The guest
of the
Shibles
Mark
Dean
be
will
convenThe
18th.
he held on April
tion IS co-sponsored by the University College of Education.
A workshop for the sponsors and
of Maine Student National Education
Association and the Old Town High advisors of the high school clubs durSchool Future Teachers Association. ing the afternoon will feature discusAbout 50 groups from high schools in sions of new ideas, programs. problems, and projects for high school
Maine are expected to attend.
groups.
registration
During the morning,
The convention will wind up with a
and a general assembly will be held
in Old Town. The featured speaker tour of the University of Maine
at the assembly will be Dr. Clarence campus.
0. Bergeson, who will give an illustrated talk on Russian schools. Dr.
Stanley L. Freeman, Jr.. faculty advisor of the Student NEA on campus, Charles Ochmanski, vice presiHamilton K. Pyles will speak at
dent of NEA. Jean Paradis. FTA the annual forestry and wildlife banpresident at Old Town High School, quet on Tuesday, April 21. Pyles, a
Mr. Philip C. Libby, superintendent northeastern regional forester for the
of Old Town and Orono schools, and U. S. Forest Service, will speak on the
Mr. John W. Abbott, principal of future of forestry and opportunities
Old Town High School, will also be for foresters.
The banquet is sponsored by Gamon the assembly program.

Sponsor West
Child Next Year

Field Office in Germany.
Regular clothing, food packages and
toys will be sent to the West German
orphan starting next fall. The SFC
handles the distribution of these items.
Cookson said that the IFC would
-dip into its treasury" to pay for the
child's sponsorship unless the Greek
Jazz Festival shows a small profit.
He said that the original hope was that
money raised at the Festival would
be used for this worthy cause.
Cookson said that Maine is the
first fraternity group in the country to
sponsor a child through the "save the
Children Federation."
Last fall the Council helped to
ma chapter of Xi Sigma Pi, the local raise funds for retarded children. The
chapter of the national forestry so- campaign in Bangor, Orono and Brewciety. It will be held in the commons er netted close to $3000 from the
at 6:45 p.m.
fraternities' canvass.
The guest speaker is a native of
Joannesburg, South Africa. He attended King Edwards College in in 1927 where he enrolled at the UniJoannesburg and came to America versity of California.

Interfraternity Council President
Donald E. Cookson announced last
Wednesday that the Council has voted
to sponsor a child in West Germany
in 1959-60.
The sponsorship will be through the
"Save the Children Federation" and
is part of the IFC's program to benefit
the campus and the community
through service projects. The IFC
will receive the history and picture
of the child shortly from the SCF

Pyles Will Speak At Forestry Banquet

HARRY LAWTON, JR., received his B.S. in
Physics at Union College, Schenectady,
N. Y., in 1950, joining General Electric
that same year. He received an M.S.
degree in Management Engineering from
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute in 1958.

°roil

Ochmanski Is
Installed Prexy
Charles Ochmanski will assume the
presidency of the Mark R. Shibles
Chapter of the Student National Education Association, April 23. The
installation of new officers will be
held in the Memorial Union.
Other officers to be installed are:
Vice President, Shirlene Heath; Corresponding Secretary, Jo Ann Fournier; Recording Secretary, Sandra
Hardy; Treasurer, June Toulouse; Historian, Kimball Gott.
On Saturday, April 18th, the chapter is sponsoring a high school Future
Teachers Association convention in
Old Town. Speaker for the morning
session will be Dr. Bergeson. who
will speak on Russian education.
A luncheon will be held at Stodder
Hall with Dean Mark R. Shibles as
speaker. In the afternoon a workshop
will be held at the Memorial Union
with tours of the campus for interested
students.

Auditions Held
For Scholarships
Auditions for the Mu Alpha Epsilon
music scholarship will be held in
Carnegie Hall on Saturday, April 18,
at 10 a.m.
Two scholarships are awarded annually to the students who, in the
opinion of the audition committee,
have the most need, talent and musicianship. The auditions are open
to any student enrolled at the University.
The scholarships consist of two
continuous semesters of Music lessons
plus fee for the practice room.
Applications and further information are available in 103 Carnegie.

!fill,

Get WILDROOT
CREAM-OIL Charlie!

N. BONAPARTE, French G. T., says:
"Wildrootconquers dry,unruly hair!"

Just a little bit
of Wildroot
and—WOW!

"Long-range programs are important
for both men and missiles"
"In a company dedicated to research and development,
a young man's opportunities to learn more—to increase
his technical skills—are almost unlimited," says 31-yearold Harry Lawton, Jr., a General Electric engineer
engaged in the development of inertial guidance and
fire-control systems for ballistic missiles."And to maintain America's scientific leadership, we're going to need
all the technical training and skills we can produce.
"An important aspect of my job at General Electric
is the continuing opportunity to learn more. I've been
able to continue my education in the company's Physics
Program for college graduates. And I also have the
advantage of association with top technical experts in
my work. Opportunities like this have helped me realize that long-range programs are important —for both
men and missiles."
Harry Lawton is one of several hundred technical
graduates who are devoting their skills to the develop-

ment of 14 government missile projects to which General
Electric is a major contributor. More and more our
scientific progress and our national security depend on
men like this — men who bring high qualifications to
their work and who continue their quest for knowledge,
both on and off the job.
General Electric believes that individual initiative
and career growth are essential to America's continued
technological leadership. To this end, the company encourages all of its employees — including more than
30,000 college graduates — to develop to their fullest
capabilities by providing opportunities for increasing
knowledge and working skills.

OLD TOWN
BODY SHOP
Body & Fender Repairing
Painting and Welding
Snow Tires
Gas,Oil &
Auto Accessories

Old Town,Maine
Pogress /s Our Most /mporiant
Tel. 7-2400
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111-Maine girls basketball team: first row, left to right,
Kay Allen, Marion Lary, Sylvia Tibbetts, Marie
!fill, Pat Norton. Second row, Nancy Woods, Shirley
Jones, Faye Miles, and Joan Wales.
(Photo by Crawshaw)

Colwell, Libby
To Face Mass

st of two
usic lessons
room.
:r informaCarnegie.

By Art Zalkan
The University of Maine's Black
Bear baseball team, once again, pack
their traveling clothes and bead towards Massachusetts for a two game
series with the Redmen of the Bay
State. The Pale Blue squad will play
the Redmen on Friday and Saturday,
weather permitting. These games will
be the first Yankee Conference encounters for both teams.
Coach Jack Butterfield's boys have
really got their best weekend of base-

Greetings, troops! This Saturday will see the opening of spring
training for the '59 Maine football squad. Response to Coach
Hal
Westerman's call for spring tryouts was tremendous as a
crew
of
about seventy-eight put in their appearance at Memor
ial
Gymna
sium for -Westy's" initial talk. From scuttlebutt among
severa
of
l
the squad, the veteran mentor already has his grid hopefu
ls fired up
for next fall's opening game with the University of Massac
husetts.
Twenty or so returning lettermen along with a strong set
of
freshman talent should provide "Westy" with a team
which is moderately deep, particularly in the backfield. Loss of
two-year All Conference center and one of the greate Roger Ellis,
this college has ever seen, will undoubtedly be the st ballplayers
the Black Bears. Other significant losses from last greatest loss to
season's starting
squad will include Captain Niles "Swede" Nelson
, Ed Manson,
John Therriault, Chuck Eberbach, Bob Picket
t, and Jim Soper.
Among the doubtful returnees from the ranks of
are sophomores Dick Kinney and Ron Caseldonthe underclassmen
ently left school because of grades. Their returnwho have preswould be invaluable to the line as both were outstanding in
reserve last year.
The backfield provides the brighest pictur
grid season. Wily Wayne Champeon, flanked e for the coming
by such as Welch.
DeGrandpre, and Drisko, and backed up by the runnin
g and punting of White and Bragg, should pack a punch
that
will
rank the
Maine backfield among the tops in New Engla
nd.
Vying
for the
quarterback slot will be Dave Baribeau and
Artie Miles, returning
varsity lettermen, along with a brilliant frosh
Wheeler. Phil Gagne, a former Lewiston High prospect. Manche
defensive player and will warrant considerablestandout, is a strong
attention. Besides
Wheeler, there are from the frosh team.
Don Harnum, Don
Streeter, Don Desroches and others who will
be helpful in building a strong line. "Westy" says that Tom Vassar
ing out for the center position. He also comme is presently workthe other day, "The big problem is to rebuilnted in an interview
d
someone to take Ellis's place at linebacker. a line and to find
We
anything this spring for certain because so much can't count on
could happen
between now and that first game with Mass.
next September."
Banzai! Here's wishing you and your boys
next year, "Westy," and let's take Connecticut. the best of luck
ball coming this weekend. The Bears
will leave Orono on Thursday for
Kittery. Maine, where they will spend
the night. They will then travel to
Amherst for the first game, Friday.
After spending the night in Northampton, the Pale Blue will return
to the Amherst campus for the second contest, Saturday. Saturday night
will be spent in Boston, and on Sunday, the Maine Team will be the
guests of the "Black Bear Club of
Rhode Island" at the Boston-Red SoxNew York Yankee game. The Maine

If you're out on a limb'about
choosing your cigarette, remember this: more people
smoke Camels than any
other brand today.The costly Camel blend has never
been equalled for rich flavor
and easygoing mildness.The
best tobacco makes the best
smoke.

G. 1., says:
nruly hair!"

Escape from fads
and fancy stuff ...

VN
10P

Have a real
cigarettehave a CAMEL

Coach McCall with Captain Edler.

pairing

Ming

)ries

mine

0

team will return to the Orono campus
Sunday night.
Butterfield plans to start the same
lineup that he used on the Southern
trip. This will include Charles Eberbach behind the plate, and the infield
to consist of Davis, Perrone, Hlister,
and Deane Deshon at third. In the
outfield, Ray Weed and Tom Valiton
will be in center and right. respectively. Dave Mosher will replace Pete
Bastow In left. The Maine coach
tentatively plans to call on Dick Colwell (I-I) to hurl in the opener.

Chi seems to be
Within The Walls defendi
ng champ

By Stan Allah'

the strongest, but
Phi Mu has the
power to repeat. All point trophy
leader Phi Eta, who seems to be
strong in all the intramural sports,
is also considered a dangerous team
to reckon with. The Faculty, the
veterans, Corbett 2 and 3, and Dunn
I seem to be the class of the nonfraternity division.

Volleyball reigns supreme at the
Memorial Gymnasium. Cries of "good
serve!" and "spike it!" are being
heard late each night. The games are
attended by many enthusiastic rooters and anyone on campas who enjoys this sport is invited to attend.
Softball is the next intramural
In fraternity action, Sigma Chi, sport scheduled for the springtime.
Phi Mu, and Phi Eta are undefeated Many fraternities have been workwhile Phi Kap, TEP, TKE, SAE, ing out on their lawns, and another
Alpha Gam, Beta, Kappa Sig, Lamb- exciting season is expected. Kappa
da Chi, Sig Ep, and Sigma Nu have Sigma, last year's champ, is considsplit their contests. Phi Gam, Delta ered a top prospect to. win again,
Tau, and Theta Chi are winless„ and but in fraternity competition—who
ATO has a I and 2 record. Sigma knows?

"It might not be the final solution,
but a Camel would help!"
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Suffolk University Law School
Founded 1906
Approved by the American Bar Association

Day, Evening and Graduate Divisions

Coeducational

Fall term commences:
Full-time Day Division
Part-time Evening Division

September 23, 1959
September 16, 1959

Scholarships available for outstanding applicants
For catalogue, application and information, address:
REGISTRAR, Suffolk University Law School
20 Derne Street, Boston 14, Massachusetts
CApitol 7-1043
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HOUSE OF HITS U

BANGOR
OPERA HOUSE
"A GOOD SPOT TO RELAX"

NOW PLAYING
Now Showing

1959's BEST WESTERN
Front row: Constance Ham, vice president; Dr. John Nichols, advisor; June Adams, president. Second
row: Joseph Baggs, publicity chairman; Marjorie Abbott, program chairman; Nancy Waisanen, secretary; Barbara Broadhead, treasurer. These are the new officers of Sigma Mu Sigma.(Photo by Banning)

-RIO BRAVO"

1 FULL WEEK
Walt Disney's

Si
Rheta
helleni

Technicolor

Sigma Mu Sigma Elects Officers
Last Wednesday evening Sigma Mu
Sigma held a meeting with its newly
elected officers presiding. The recently
elected officers are June Adams, president; Constance Ham, vice president;
Nancy Waisanen, secretary; Barbara
Broadhead, treasurer; Marjorie Abbott, program chairman and Joseph
Baggs, publicity chairman.

to broaden the outlook of its members
toward psychology.
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Dr. Shay Resigns Post

(Continued from Page One)
him by the NBER is a most attractive
one from many standpoints.
Shay has been at the University of
Maine for the past nine years. He
Plans were made for the annual will be working in New York City
banquet to be held at Pilot's Grille and plans to live in the New York
area with his wife and three sons—
May 7th.
The purpose of Sigma Mu Sigma is aged 12, 10, and 8.
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Do You Think for Yourself?

and
JEAN HAGEN
Continuous Daily

Vol. LX

From 11:3O AM.
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1. If your parents exhibited "baby pictures" of you AO
to a friend, would you be (A) embarrassed? (a) B
merely interested in your friend's reaction? (C) C
just plain annoyed?

5. Mathematics is your poorest subject, yet you are A
fascinated by the idea of being an atomic physicist. B
Would you (A) try to overcome your difficulties CD
with math? (a) pick an easier occupation? (c)
ask yourself if it's physics you like or its glamour?

2. You are making a speech—and suddenly find you
have a large hole in your clothes. Would you (A)
excuse yourself and leave? (a) pretend you didn't
know the hole was there and finish the speech?
(c) cover up the hole with a handkerchief?
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6. Your roommate is a nice person, but suddenly
takes to asserting an ability to foretell the future.
Would you (A) notify the authorities? (a) ignore
the whole thing? (c) give him tests to prove to
him he's wrong?

3. Would you rather have the characteristics of (A)
U.S. Grant?(a)Thomas Edison?(c)J.P. Morgan?

A
13

7. Do you believe the maxim "It's a long lane that
has no turning" is (A) a complete non sequitur?
(a) a well-known fact? (c) an allusion to a common phenomenon?

CO
4. You have taken your date to dinner and find you

haven't money to tip the waiter as well as take
your date home. Would you (A)ignore the waiter?
(B) take him aside and tell him you'll tip him next
day? (c) tip him and walk your date home?
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8. Would you rather have as a birthday present (A) A0
something expensive? (a) something long-lasting? BO
(C) something beautiful?
c

CD

9. In choosing a filter cigarette, would you AO
pick one that (A) claims it filters best? BO
(B) merely says it tastes good? (c) CO
gives you a thinking man's filter and a
smoking man's taste?

01959, Brown & Williamson Tobaeso Corp.

The Man Who Thinks for Himself Knows
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If you're the kind of person who thinks for
yourself ... you use judgment in your
choice of cigarettes, as in everything else.
Men and women who think for themselves
usually smoke VICEROY. Their reason?
Best in the world. They know that only
VICEROY has a thinking man's filter and
a smoking man's taste.
*If you have checked (B)in three out of the
first four questions, and (C) in four out of
the last fire ... you think for yourself!
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ONLY VICEROY HAS A THINKING MAN'S
FILTER... A SMOKING MAN'S TASTE!
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